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(This is a rework of a video previously released in October 2019) 

Back in 1963, the CIA wrote a document called, “KUBARK Counterintelligence 

Interrogation,” which described something that was to be called “The Alice in 

Wonderland Technique.” This was used by CIA interrogators when they wanted the 

interrogated person to reveal their secrets, and it is being used in expanded terms up to 

this day. The technique was based on having three interrogators throw out an array of 

questions, more or less simultaneously, to the suspect. However, the questions were 

always nonsensical; “What toothpaste do you use?” “What’s your favorite color?” “How 
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many times have you gone to the dentist?” “What’s your favorite food?” These questions, 

which the suspect never got the chance to answer, didn’t even make sense to him or 

her, but after a few days with constant bombarding of nonsensical questions, the suspect 

was so traumatized that they would do anything to make the interrogators stop, so they 

told their secrets. 

What these interrogators did was to put the suspect in a state of complete confusion, 

until the suspect felt they were going mad. This is a very effective technique and was 

used with great success. 

I was listening to a video by Richard Grannon, who is a life coach for people who have 

been subjected to narcissistic abuse, and he has a degree in psychology. The name of 

the video is “CIA did this”. You will find it on his YouTube channel. He, by no means, 

considered himself being a “conspiracy theorist” (his own words), but lately, he has 

started reevaluating that from having observed what is going on around us. In his videos, 

he is discussing this document and its implications on society, and it’s very interesting. He 

compares this to what is happening in society today, and he can see the direct 

connection between the CIA document and what is being done to the masses. 

He goes on musing that this is exactly what we are bombarded with daily in today’s 

society—confusion based on nonsensical and contradicting data and information, until 

people no longer know black from white and right from wrong. It’s done in politics, in the 

Media, in education, and in all other areas of control. This creates a society of very 

confused individuals, who fall into depression, apathy, and even get psychotic breaks. 

Society in general, Grannon concludes, uses the Alice in Wonderland Technique all the 

time. He makes a lot of other good points, as well, so I highly recommend watching his 

video. 

Now, let us take it further and bring this concept into the New Age, UFO, and the 

Conspiracy and Spiritual Communities to see how this applies. 

On occasion, people ask me why they are not shutting me down or viciously attack me 

for what I’m sharing. It’s not that I don’t experience attacks now and then—I do, but no 

one has made any major effort to stop me. Why? It’s because the same technique used 

in society in general also applies to the alternative communities. We can take any faction 

of the alternative community, and we’ll see the same pattern. Instead of attacking 

people who have an alternative view (although this happens), alternative views are 

usually still allowed, but any field is heavily infiltrated with contradictory information to 

make people utterly confused. It should be mentioned here that since the first version of 

this video, alternative views are not always allowed anymore, and my YouTube channel 

was recently terminated for bringing on information similar to this. 
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Let’s take the Ascension/Event/Prophecy part as an example. The Military Industrial 

Complex (MIC), and even nonphysical entities, are giving us narratives of upcoming 

Events that they say are going to happen soon. However, depending on whom we are 

listening to, these ascension processes and Events differ and contradict each other. Then, 

there are other narratives, where it seems like all kinds of so-called “conspiracy theories” 

are mixed into one big soup. In those cases, there is something for everyone because the 

narrative includes their own beliefs, as well. But in addition to that, there are many other 

beliefs included in the narratives that do not fit into the picture, although the narrative is 

compiled in such a way that it makes sense, although it doesn’t. This creates confusion 

and apathy among truth-seekers, and many of them eventually give up, thinking there 

are no answers.  

This is deliberately done, of course, to create this effect. Let the alternative media have 

their heyday, but let’s make sure they are kept in a state of confusion. Billions of dollars 

are spent on this, and it’s money well spent, seen from the Controllers’ perspective.  

This also means that serious truth-seekers’ information is allowed because it becomes part 

of the greater “confusion soup,” when people compare with other non-well-intended 

information out there. In my case, it seems like “someone” has noticed that people who 

follow my work actually do increase their awareness and consciousness, and actions 

have been taken to further confuse people. Other contradictory narratives have been 

created to bring attention away from my information. It looks like the things they have 

focused on is to slander the Queen of Orion and make people either become afraid of 

leaving this construct, or they are told that the KHAA/Greater Universe is just “more of the 

same.”  

Furthermore, alternative methods to exit the Matrix are presented, without any good or 

convincing research behind it. At the same time, exiting through holes in the Grid is being 

presented as a false narrative. I have already seen people out there getting confused 

about these contradictory data. It is “Alice in Wonderland” in use. Then, people start 

getting affected by the disinformation, and the Letter Agencies now have regular truth-

seekers attacking the wrong target.  

The real truth is not pretty—it’s not “love and light.” For us to be able to break free from 

our own entrapment, we need to first face the shadow side of things. It’s not 

fearmongering—it’s about overcoming our fears. Fearmongering is when someone, with 

ill intent, brings up something that is scary just to trigger people—that’s narcissistic. 

Revealing narcissism and evil is NOT narcissistic, but it’s not pretty, and it’s not “Cloud 9.”  

The alternative is to keep the blinders on and just love our abusers, thinking it’s our fault 

that we can’t give them enough love. This will throw us right into the bottomless pit rather 

than making us free. This is why people who try to expose the injustice that’s going on are 
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called fearmongers. Agents, narcissists, and heavy codependents, who implemented 

that term into the communities, made a lot of damage. People in general are fearful and 

afraid after having experienced continuous abuse in their lives, and “love and light” 

sounds easier than confronting the darkness that is affecting us, which requires great 

courage. It’s enough to alter truthful information that might be uncomfortable to chew 

into something “lighter” and even nonsensical, where the person doesn’t need to act 

outside their comfort zone and take personal responsibility.  

So, what is the solution to the confusion? First and foremost, we need to be aware of that 

this CIA technique is in full use both in society and in the alternative field, and we need 

to recognize when this happens. Then, we come back to the same thing we’ve always 

emphasized: use discernment and intuition. If it sounds too good to be true, or if someone 

else is taking care of things for you, it’s a red flag! We need to get our hands and minds 

dirty to see through the layers of deception. We all know that the deception is not love 

and compassion—it’s the opposite.  

How can we progress if we don’t look at what the deception comprises? Is it enough to 

just ignore it all and be loving and compassionate to everybody—including our 

adversaries? No, that has never set anybody free. People who do that have always been 

taken advantage of and are easily manipulated. If your house is infested with 

cockroaches, is it enough to ignore them and just apply the love and light on them? No, 

you need to get rid of the cockroaches but also figure out what attracted them to begin 

with, or they will come back. 

Critical thinking has been removed from the school system in most places these days, so 

no one knows how to discern. Well, now it’s time to use discernment and critical thinking, 

regardless. Use this and think long and hard:  

• When you study something, does it really make sense? If so, what makes you think 

that?  

• When you ask yourself the hard questions, are there contradictions?  

• If it doesn’t make sense, why?  

• Who is giving the information?  

• Does the information have any practical benefits or is it just fluff that won’t make 

any change in your life, or might even be dangerous or counterproductive?  

• Is someone else telling you they will save you, so you don’t need to do anything 

(except maybe sending them money)?  

• Does the informer have some hidden agenda?  

• Does he or she have something to gain for themselves or for the letter agencies at 

your expense?  
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Ask yourself questions like this, and if possible, find out about the background of the 

informer. 

We truth-seekers can’t always be right, and we need to accept that we are being 

deceived at times—it’s a jungle out there. But that’s okay. Applying the above principle 

will help us get better and better in our discernments. The important thing is that we need 

to admit to ourselves and others when we are wrong—it’s part of the journey. 

I hope this will help. 

If you liked this video, please consider supporting me by signing up on Patreon at 

patreon.com/wespenre. Your support helps me continue doing what I’m doing. Without 

it, I can’t continue with my videos and research. Also, right now, it’s a 10% discount if you 

choose to sign up on Patreon for a full year. 

A shout-out and special thanks to my Tier 3 and 4 Patrons, whose support is invaluable so 

I can continue my work. Here are a few, who have accepted having their names 

mentioned in this video: 

Lucy, Nadine&Jose, Naturalvet, Higherground. Denise R., Kim C., Esty, Susan Hassett, 

Vianne, Hema, Suzanna, Lova, αἰϝών (a-wohn), Stranne, SS, Ninotchka, Conrad Nagel, 

R3yn, Sovereign Spirit, Vitalinfo, and KIM MIN SUNG. 

 


